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Abstract
In this overview we answers certain Questions in order to increase the
awareness towards the basic of the health care ethics: what is ethics, what are
the several fields of ethics connected to medical activities, what are the types
of Ethical approaches in relation to the medical practice. Conclusion:
Through understanding the basics of the ethics, the awareness of the medical
ethics in the health care can be increased.
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1. Introduction
Medicine and health care deal with human health, life, and death, and medical
ethics deals with ethical norms for the practice of medicine and health care or
how it ought to be done so the concerns of medical ethics are among the most
important and consequential in human life [1]. Physicians and nurses commonly encounter ethical and legal issues in their work place; however many of these
professionals are either unaware of their importance or unable to appropriately
deal with these issues [2] remarkably. Few clinicians are interested in bioethics
or moral philosophy. One explanation for this is that bioethics is often perceived
by clinicians as something strange, useless, and even provocative: ethicists are
regarded as people who don’t know anything about the real world, who don’t
care that they know so little, who produce literature that is difficult to relate to
and understand, and whose advices are of little use in clinical practice. This perception is a reason why clinicians often turn their backs on the field of medical
ethics [3]. For such reasons the importance of an ethical basis for medical practice has been emphasized in recent years [4] [5]. Ethics now has become to mean
“a set of rules or standards governing the conduct of a person or the members of
a profession”. Medical ethics deals with the moral principles that medics should
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follow in their professional life. The scope of medical ethics is wide and inclusive
of developing codes and guidelines, promoting ethical practices and preventing
ethical breaches. It also includes the physicians’ relationship with patients, colleagues, members of the related industry, and at large, the society and the nation
or the state [6]. The lack of perception and awareness among health care professionals highlights the significance of discussing basics of health care ethics.

2. Overview of the Ethics in Health Care
Health care ethics are important for each person who provides some aspect of
health care, from the custodian who cleans a clinic’s office to the head of surgery
at the most prestigious medical facilities, everyone who provides some aspect of
health care needs to understand the ethical responsibilities and limits. Likewise,
each person who interacts with health care, from a single blood draw at a store
front lab to major surgery in an large city medical center, needs to understand
his or her responsibilities and rights in regards to heath car ethics [7], in attempts of answering the following questions to educate the health care professionals on the basics of health care ethics.

3. The First Question We Have to Answer Is What Is Ethics?
Ethics has a long history in Western philosophy. The word “ethics” comes from
the Greek word Ēthika, which is an adjective that itself derives from ēthos, the
Greek word for character. For Aristotle, character is of central importance to
ethics, and one cannot have a good character without having formed good ethoi
or habits. So ethics is Greek for customs, and morality comes from mores, which
is Latin for customs [8] [9].

3.1. What Then, Is Ethics?
Ethics is a branch of philosophy that seeks to determine how human actions may
be judged right or wrong. When the study of the ethics is applied to a professional field, it becomes necessary to discuss not only basic ethical positions, but
also the nature of the profession and the conditions under which that profession
operates [10]. Ethics also, is understood as a philosophical study of morality
[11]; morality refers to human conduct and values whereas ethics refers to the
study of those. The two terms are used interchangeably however, morals may be
perceived as prescriptions or rules to guide our actions and behavior whereas
ethics may be perceived as a set of analytical tools or a process that helps to
identify right conduct and determine appropriate behavior. In one sense morality is what we ideally aim for whereas ethics is a process that has a theoretical
reflective and normative element that helps to achieve the aim. In other words
the use of moral or ethical theory can be applied to help resolve dilemmas [12].

3.2. The Second Question What Is Medical Ethics?
Medicine among other fields of human activities needs to be regulated for its
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goal based and social nature. Moral and law are the main forms of social
regulation. There are several fields of ethics connected to medical activities:
medical ethics, clinical ethics, bioethics, environmental ethics. Scholars who regard ethics as the systematic and rigorous examination of moral norms tend to
distinguish historically between medical ethics and medical morality. When they
speak of the genre of medical ethics as it existed prior to the mid-twentieth century, they may label it medical morality. By this it was nothing more than principles of etiquette and decorum informed by commonly held morality and circumscribed by religion and law. To such scholars medical ethics is a quite recent
development, at which there had been only rare, spasmodic, and largely unnoticed earlier attempts. Thus understood medical ethics, as a social and intellectual phenomenon, was initially but an adumbration of bioethics, of which it is
now a subdivision [13]. Bioethics the word itself was coined in 1970 by the late
oncologist Van Potter, who conceptualized bioethics as a comprehensive field of
thought and action: biology combined with diverse humanistic knowledge forging a science that sets a system of medical and environmental priorities for acceptable survival [14]. According to Van Rensselaer Potter 1970: “bioethics” refers to the moral, social and political problems that arise from biology and the
life sciences generally that involve, directly or indirectly, human wellbeing.
Warren Reich in the revised edition of the encyclopedia of bioethics define bioethics as the systematic study of the moral dimensions—including moral vision,
decisions, conduct and policies-of the life sciences and health care, employing a
variety of ethical methodologies in an interdisciplinary setting [13]. According
to Mappes and Zembaty, it is now possible to identify biomedical ethics as one
branch of applied ethics (normative) ethics. The task of biomedical ethics is to
resolve ethical problems associated with the practice of medicine and/or pursuit
of medical research [11]. Medical ethics has several distinct but related references,
it may designate therelationship between the general moral beliefs of a culture
and the activities directed towards preserving health and healing the sick [9].
Medical ethics also referred to the rules of conduct that are established by formal
bodies of medical profession in the course of regulating itself, such as the
prohibition of the sexual exploitation of ones patients or it may refer to novel
ethical dilemmas as they specifically confront doctors, such asthe appropriate
point at which is partly to cease life sustaining measures for dying patients [15].
Thomasma define medical ethics as a field of study about moral problems
created by modern practice of medicine [16]. Clinical ethics,which is partly an
outgrowth of medical ethics, can refer either to uncontroversial codes of conduct
that govern all clinicians, or to novel ethical dilemmas. Clinical ethics is the
systematic identification, analysis, and resolution of ethical problems associated
with the care of particular patients. Its goalsinclude protecting the rights and
intrests of patients assisting clinicians in ethical-decision-making, and encouraging
cooperative relationships among patients and those close to patients, clinicians
and health care instituations [15].
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3.3. The Third Question Is What Are the Types of Ethical
Approaches in Relation to the Medical Practice?
There are two types of approaches in the ethics one is normative and the other
one is non Normative which is divided into two subtypes metaethics and descriptive ethics [11].
3.3.1. Normative Ethics
It is a branch of philosophical or theological inquiry that set out to give answer
to the Questions [12] which general moral norms form the guidance and evaluation of conduct should we accept and why? The ethical theories attempt to identify and justify these norms which are often called principles [13]. Normative
ethics is clearly a practical discipline dealing with practical moral problems [10].
So it means the development of prescriptive theories of what sort of conduct is
right or Wrong. Normative ethics is divided into: General and practical or applied normative ethics. In applied normative ethics as opposed to general normative ethics the task is to resolve particular moral problems—for example is
abortion morally justifiable? also to used the norms in the course of deliberating
about moral problems, practices and policies in professions, institutions, and
government [17].
3.3.2. Non Normative Ethics
Is to establish what factually or conceptually is the case, not what ethically ought
to be the case. There are two types of non-normative ethics descriptive ethics
and metaethics [18], the descriptive ethics, which is simply an objective study of
the ethics of some particular group or some set of ethical standards. It asks empirical questions such as how do people think they ought to act in this particular
situation? How do people actually behave in this particular circumstance of ethical concern [13] so it uses scientific technique to study how people reason and
act for example, anthropologist, sociologists and historians determine which
moral norms and attitudes are expressed in professional practice, in professional
codes, in institutional mission, statement and rules and public polices, they
study phenomena such as surrogate decision making, treatment of dying and the
nature of consent obtained from patients [17]. The second type is metaethics: Is
the branch of philosophical or theological inquiry which involves analysis of the,
language, concepts and methods of reasoning in normative ethics for example
metaethics addresses the meaning s of terms such as right, obligation, virtue,
justification, morality and responsibility, it also concerned with moral epistemology (the theory of moral knowledge the logic and patterns of moral reasoning and justification, the possibility and nature of moral truth). So meta-ethics is
the study of just what “ethics” means and to what degree ethical claims can ever
be justified and how [13].

4. Conclusion
Through understanding the basics of the ethics, the awareness of the medical
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ethics in the health care can be increased.
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